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QUESTION 1

An administrator is performing an upgrade from Veritas Cluster Server 6.2 to Veritas InfoScale Availability 

7.3. 

Which feature is installed and licensed? 

A. Veritas Volume Replicator 

B. Cluster File System 

C. Veritas Resiliency Platform 

D. Global Cluster Option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator wants to deploy a complex cluster configuration that will include over six nodes, I/O fencing, and
multiple private cluster interconnections. 

Which method will help the administrator to implement rapid cluster deployment? 

A. prepare a custom main.cf file using the sample template files and copy the file to all cluster nodes 

B. generate a custom installation script using the Veritas Services and Operations Readiness Tools (SORT) website 

C. prepare a custom response file in Veritas InfoScale Operations Manager (VIOM) and push it out to the new cluster 

D. prepare a custom response file to build the new cluster configuration using /opt/VRTS/install/installer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has removed a node from the cluster. After system maintenance, the administrator notices that the
remaining cluster nodes will no longer form a cluster. 

Which file will be used by the cluster at startup to determine the number of nodes required to form a cluster? 

A. /etc/gabtab 

B. /etc/llttab 

C. /etc/vxfentab 

D. /etc/llthosts 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which utility is used to configure the container resource when configuring application monitoring within a Docker
container? 

A. vxdockerconfig 

B. installer -docker 

C. dockerconfig 

D. hadockersetup 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The hastatus command shows a service group in the AutoDisabled state, and Veritas Cluster Server is unsuccessful in
bringing the service group online automatically. 

Which command can the administrator use to reset the AutoDisabled attribute? 

A. hagrp -autoenable -sys  

B. hagrp -forceonline -sys  

C. hagrp -enable -sys -auto 

D. hagrp -modify AutoDisabled 0 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which type of VMware disks are supported for SCSI-3 disk-based I/O fencing in a VMware in-guest cluster? 

A. raw device mapping with virtual compatibility mode 

B. raw device mapping with physical compatibility mode 

C. virtual machine disks (vmdk) with physical compatibility mode 

D. virtual machine disks (vmdk) from a VMFS datastore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator wants to configure an HA fire drill for a service group in an existing cluster. Which two behaviors should
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the administrator expect? (Choose two.) 

A. The fire drill uses the Action function associated with the agent. 

B. The fire drill clones the service groups in the cluster. 

C. The fire drill uses virtual IP to test the failover of service groups. 

D. The fire drill requires an additional license installed on each node of the cluster. 

E. The fire drill detects discrepancies between the VCS configuration and underlying infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which resource type can an administrator use to mirror the state of another persistent resource? 

A. Phantom 

B. Proxy 

C. VolumeSet 

D. NotifierMngr 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The administrator of a four-node Veritas cluster has configured notifications as highly available for all notification
methods. 

How many notification manager resources are running when all nodes are considered? 

A. only one 

B. one for each ServiceGroup 

C. one for each node 

D. two resources (one for SMTP, one for SNMP) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator wants to configure a service group FailOverPolicy where VCS selects a system based on the
forecasted available capacity for all systems in the SystemList attribute. Cluster attribute Statistics is set to Enabled. 

Which FailOverPolicy must be selected? 
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A. Priority 

B. Load 

C. RoundRobin 

D. BiggestAvailable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which log can an administrator review to determine why a resource failed to come online? 

A. /var/VRTSvcs/log/vbs_state_notify.log 

B. /var/VRTSvcs/log/ProcessOnOnly_A.log 

C. /var/VRTSvcs/log/HostMonitor_A.log 

D. /var/VRTSvcs/log/engine_A.log 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

What are two effects of a failed resource in the service group configuration below? (Choose two.) 
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A. Any resource fault leads to a faulted state for the resource. 

B. Any resource fault leads to the service group failing over. 

C. Any resource fault leads to the service group autodisabled. 

D. Any resource fault leaves the service group partially online. 
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E. Any resource fault leaves the service group fully online. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator needs to determine which coordinator disks or coordination point servers are being used for fencing. 

Which file is created by the fencing driver at cluster startup and contains the needed information? 

A. /etc/vxfenmode 

B. /etc/vxfendg 

C. /etc/vxfentab 

D. /etc/vxfen.d 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

All LLT links fail simultaneously in a two-mode cluster with disk-based fencing configured. Node0 won the race for the
coordinator disks, and Node1 panics and restarts as a result of losing the race. Node1 is now unable to join Node0 to
form a cluster. 

What happens if the administrator forces GAB to seed on Node1? 

A. Node1 joins the cluster, but it is in jeopardy membership. 

B. The administrator inadvertently causes a split-brain condition. 

C. The fencing driver sees only registration keys for Node0 and disables itself. 

D. The fencing driver on Node1 writes registration keys to the coordinator disks and HAD starts up. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A cluster is configured to use coordination point servers for data protection. 

What happens to the service groups if connectivity between one of the nodes and the coordination point servers is lost? 

A. The service groups fail over to systems that remain connected to the coordination point servers. 

B. The service groups remain online, but offline groups are unable to come online. 

C. The service groups remain online and related messages are logged. 

D. The service groups are taken offline until connectivity is resumed with the coordination point servers. 
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Correct Answer: A 
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